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PRODUCTION
PLANNING

PLANNING IS
COMPLEX.

ZWILLING produces knives with the APS system FELIOS – delivery
time is reduced by 29 % and WIP is reduced by nearly 25%

In the highly-automated prefabrication phase of the ZWILLING
J. A. Henckels AG production in Solingen, Germany, robots

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

form knife blanks, and through upset forging shape the

? 

bolster, on which later the handle of the famous quality

Manufacturing Control at ZWILLING, suggested that the company

              

knives is ﬁxed. In the ﬁnal assembly phase, workers com-

invest in a production planning system, supplemental to SAP, that

plete by hand what the robots in the prefabrication phase

would bring transparency into the production.

began automatically. ZWILLING has been a registered

In his decision proposal he wrote down six speciﬁc objectives that

trademark since 1731 and thus is one of the world’s oldest

should be realized with the supplemental system:

brands.
Reliable statements concerning delivery dates for the customer
SERIES PRODUCTION – FLYING BLIND



Close to 100% adherence to delivery dates at all process stages
High transparency over the entire process at all times

2008, for the Solingen production, the company

Increase in productivity

could not tell customers with certainty when they could

Shortening of delivery times

count on delivery of the knives and information on actu-

Reduction of the capital tied up in stocks

al capacity utilization was lacking. In spite of the series
manufacturing process, production planning is com-

In the evaluation process, the FELIOS optimization software from

plex and difficult. Without a detailed consideration of

INFORM had a leading edge in almost all categories as compared

the numerous capacities with their limits and degrees

with two other conventional planning systems. “Beyond the formal

of utilization, (which classic ERP systems do not offer),

criteria, what particularly pleased us was the fact that we did not

an in-depth, forward-looking planning was hardly possi-

have to adapt our processes to the system, but that the system adap-

ble. For example, if a knife order had to be delivered at a

ted itself to our processes”, states Groneberg.

speciﬁc point in time with certainty, it would have to be
sheparded through production as a “chief order” (new order with higher priority), displacing all other orders. Ho-

A QUANTATIVELY VERIFIABLE BETTER PLANNING PROCESS

wever, due to a lack of transparency, the company could
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not not measure the effect that impact of “chief orders”

duction for capacity planning and manufacturing control. If there

on the entire “production” system.

are risks of delays that cannot be prevented through intelligently
organized capacity utilization, FELIOS issues a warning automatically and identiﬁes the bottleneck. With various simulations, management can then determine and implement the best solution path.
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Since the system has been implemented with FELIOS it was able to
reduce the internal delivery time of knives by 29%. Simultaneously
the rate of adherence to delivery data has virtually doubled. Additionally the company was able to reduce the capital tied up in “work in
progress” by approximately 25% in the ﬁrst year.
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